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On the 9th of April 1852 President Brigham Young stepped up to the pulpit in the old 
tabernacle on Temple Square and informed a group of Elders, who had gathered there for 
General Conference, that he was going to straighten them out on an issue which they had been 
debating about. The topic of disagreement centered upon who was the Father of Jesus Christ in 
the flesh—Elohim or the Holy Ghost.1 President Young surprised the people who were in 
attendance by announcing that it was neither one of them. He said,  

 

Now hear it, O inhabitants of the earth, Jew and Gentile, Saint and sinner! 
When our father Adam came into the Garden of Eden he came into it with a 
celestial body and brought Eve, one of his wives, with him. He helped to make 
and organize this world. He is Michael, the archangel, the ‘Ancient of Days’ . . . . 
He is our Father and our God, and the only God with whom we have to do. . . . 
When the Virgin Mary conceived the child Jesus, the Father had begotten Him in 
His own likeness. He was not begotten by the Holy Ghost. And who is the Father? 
He is the first of the human family; and when he took a tabernacle it was begotten 
by his Father in heaven . . . from the fruits of the earth the first earthly tabernacles 
were originated by the Father . . . .  

Jesus, our elder brother, was begotten in the flesh by the same character 
[who] was in the Garden of Eden, and who is our Father in heaven. Now, let all 
who may hear these doctrines pause before they make light of them or treat them 
with indifference, for they will prove their salvation or damnation. 

I have given you a few leading items upon this subject, but a great deal 
more remains to be told.   

 

These statements were published soon afterward in the Church’s newspaper in England2 
and also in the periodical called the Journal of Discourses.3 Brigham Young repeated these ideas 
and expounded upon them during the next 25 years. His viewpoints have been variously 
classified as doctrine, theory, paradox, heresy, speculation, and some of the mysteries. For the 
purposes of this paper I have decided to collectively label them as ‘teachings’ because I believe 
that they embody characteristics of all of the categories just mentioned.  

There is a considerable amount of mythology that has arisen around Brigham Young’s 
Adam-God teachings, among critics and Latter-day Saints alike. The purpose of this paper is to 
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try and dispel several of those myths by presenting some historical information pertaining to the 
Adam-God teachings and also to explain what happened to this ideology during the nineteenth 
century.  

 

One Eternal Round 

 The first item of business in evaluating Brigham Young’s teachings about Adam is to 
map out the pattern of his thoughts on the topic between the years 1852 and 1877 (the year of his 
death). Even though 1852 is emphasized in this paper as the formal starting point for what is 
commonly known as the Adam–God Theory it is clear that various components that were 
incorporated into it were circulating among the Saints at earlier periods of Church history.4 It is 
also evident from Brigham Young’s statement in 1852 that he had been contemplating these 
ideas for some time before he gave his General Conference address.5  

 There was an overarching theme that President Young used to describe his Adam-God 
ideas: “One Eternal Round.” The following chart illustrates, in linear fashion, from column 1 to 
column 2 to column 3, the underlying pattern of President Brigham Young’s version of “One 
Eternal Round” and the Adamic life cycle.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

President Brigham Young spoke about Adam enough times between the years 1852 and 
1877 to provide a fairly clear understanding of the concepts which have been used to construct 
the above chart. What follows are representative quotations from President Young that can be 
found within his Adam-God discourses and which lay out the details of his thinking on many, 
but not all, Adam-God concepts.  
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 Mortality and Resurrection: Brigham Young taught that the man known in the Bible as 
Adam “was not made of the dust of the ground of this earth, but he was made of the dust of the 
earth where he lived.” This is another way of saying that on this different planet Adam was “born 
in the flesh.” And in this otherworldly location, said President Young, Adam received the 
priesthood, honored his calling, believed in his Savior, obeyed his Lord, married several wives, 
abode his creation, died, and was resurrected to celestial glory by somebody who had previously 
been through the resurrection process.6  

 Crown of Exaltation: According to Brigham Young, after the resurrection of the man 
known as Adam he was “crowned with glory, immortality and eternal lives; with thrones, 
principalities, and powers: and it was said to him, ‘It is your right to organize the elements, and 
to your creations and posterity there shall be no end. But you shall add kingdom to kingdom and 
throne to throne, and still behold the vast eternity of unorganized matter.’”7  

Spirit Children: The man Adam and his wives were then “Gods” who had “the power . . 
. of propagating their species in spirit; and that [was] the first of their operations with regard to 
organizing a world.”8 “Spirits,” said Brigham Young, “were begotten, born and educated in the 
celestial world and were brought forth by [persons who possessed] celestial bodies.”9 President 
Young also asserted that “Adam is the Father of our spirits” and declared that “our spirits and the 
spirits of all the human family were begotten by Adam, and born of Eve.”10 Each person who is 
crowned in the celestial kingdom, said Brigham Young, becomes a “father . . . [and] god. . . . 
Each [such] person will reign over his posterity. Adam . . . is the Father of All Living, and Eve is 
the Mother of All Living, pertaining to the human family. [Adam] is their King, their Lord, [and] 
their God.”11  

The Creation: Next came the creation of the heavens and the earth. President Young 
taught that “Father Adam came here and helped to make the earth . . . . [I]t was said to him by 
Eloheim, ‘Go ye and make an earth’ . . . . He came and formed the earth . . . . Adam found [the 
earth] in a state of chaos, unorganized and incomplete. . . . Adam came here and got it up in a 
shape that would suit him to commence business,” said Brother Young. “Adam . . . was the first 
man on the earth, and its framer and maker. He, with the help of his brethren, brought it into 
existence.”12  

Habitation Pre-Planning: Brigham Young averred that “Adam’s [F]ather came to him 
[before he went to occupy the earth] saying, ‘Here is the wife you have had so long. Now you are 
going to have one wife to take with you to yonder earth and if any of your other wives ever go to 
an earth to become the Mother of All Living—to become an Eve—it will be to another earth, not 
to that one.’”13  

 Garden and Fall: “An Adam . . . and . . . [an] Eve” must go down to begin populating 
each new earth, said President Young.14 Indeed, the second leader of the LDS Church taught that 
“every world has had an Adam, and an Eve: named so, simply because the first man is always 
called ‘Adam’ and the first woman ‘Eve.’”15 He also taught that “every earth has its Redeemer, 
and every earth has its tempter.” In addition, the inhabitants of these various worlds “pass 
through all the ordeals that we are passing through.”16 President Young claimed that Adam was 
no stranger to the Garden of Eden when he arrived on the earth for the purpose of occupying it 
because he himself had supposedly “planted” that paradisiacal locale.17 And he was reportedly 
not oblivious to what he would experience when he began his residency. Brother Brigham 
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continues, “when [Adam] came here [to this earth] he came with an understanding that he would 
. . . . go to sleep . . . . and forget the past and commence anew.”18 Furthermore, said President 
Young, “In my fullest belief, it was the design of the Lord that Adam should partake of the 
forbidden fruit, and I believe that Adam knew all about it before he came to this earth.”19  

 Physical Children: Since the point of going to the new earth is to create physical bodies 
to house spirit children Adam “commenced the work of creating earthly tabernacles, precisely as 
he had been created in this flesh himself, by partaking of the course material that was organized 
and composed this earth, until his system was charged with it. Consequently, the tabernacles of 
his children were organized from the course materials of this earth.”20 So said President Brigham 
Young.  

Death or Translation: Now we reach the first point of contradiction. President Young at 
first taught that the end of the Adam–God cycle (before it started all over again) was death and 
burial. He mentioned this detail in his General Conference address dated 8 October 1854.21 If 
this was indeed the case then the man Adam would need to be resurrected again in order to 
regain the celestial glory which he had lost through the process of ‘reduction.’ The problem with 
this line of thinking is, of course, that the Book of Mormon informs us that resurrected beings 
can no longer die (see Alma 11:42–43, 45). It may be that somebody pointed this fact out to 
Brother Brigham and so he was obliged to modify his scheme. By 7 February 1877 Brigham 
Young was teaching that “when Adam and Eve got through with their work in the earth, they did 
not lay their bodies down in the dust, but returned to the spirit world from whence they came.”22 
In other words, Adam experienced some kind of translation or was assumed back into heaven 
and then the whole cycle repeated itself.  

 

Definitions 

 Now that the Adam–God ideology has been outlined it will be helpful to take a closer 
look at some of the terms associated with it and determine how Brigham Young and his 
associates applied them.  

 A logical place to start is with the word ‘G/god.’ Mormons in the twenty-first century 
would apply this lower-case title to an exalted being of the celestial order (see D&C 76:58)—
with the understanding that it can designate certain premortal spirits (see Ether 3:13–16) as well 
as resurrected individuals (see D&C 132:19–20, 37). The capitalized word is typically reserved 
by Latter-day Saints for members of the Godhead or presiding quorum of Deities.  

 Brigham Young and some of his contemporary Church leaders held to an expanded view 
of the term ‘G/god,’ however. In their system of classification a ‘G/god’ could include someone 
who organizes the elements or creates23 but also someone (either mortal or otherwise) who is the 
leader of a group.24 The prophet Moses is someone who falls into this category. He was the 
earthly leader of the Israelites and was a mortal who had been granted the ability to organize or 
control the elements. In the Book of Moses chapter 1 verse 25 Moses’ God says to him, “Moses, 
. . . I, the Almighty, have chosen thee, and thou shalt be made stronger than many waters; for 
they shall obey thy command as if thou wert God.” In the 7th chapter and first verse of the book 
of Exodus it is also reported: “And the Lord said unto Moses . . . ‘I have made thee a god to 
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Pharaoh.’” Here, then, are instances where the Lord not only bestowed the title of “god” upon a 
mortal leader but also granted him a portion of god-like power. This perspective helps one to 
better understand the statement made by the Prophet Joseph Smith on 8 April 1844 wherein he 
said to the Saints, “God . . . . will make me be god to you in His stead.”25 Brigham Young and 
Heber C. Kimball saw no problem in applying the same standard. Brother Kimball’s reasoning 
ran along these lines: “Brother Brigham was my God . . . . Brother Joseph was his God. The one 
[who] gave Joseph the keys of the kingdom was his God which was Peter. Jesus Christ was his 
God.”26 Brigham Young used the same style of interpretation. He noted that Joseph Smith had 
said he was “a God” to the Saints and Brigham pointed out that Jesus Christ was “a God” both 
before He came to the earth and also while He was here, and Moses was “a God” to the children 
of Israel. Then President Young made an important clarification about his way of thinking. He 
said, “and in this manner you may go right back to Father Adam.”27  

 It becomes apparent after examining the Adam–God documents that Brigham Young was 
expressing a few biblical scriptures in a specialized way. In 1 Corinthians 8:5–6, for instance, it 
is said that there are “gods many” but “to us there is but one God.” This sentiment is rephrased in 
Hebrews 4:13 which speaks of “Him with whom we have to do.” This was the main theme of the 
first Adam–God discourse given by President Young on 9 April 1852. Consideration must also 
be given to the statement recorded in John 17:3 that “this is life eternal, that they might know 
Thee, the only true God.” In Brigham Young’s view “no man can enjoy or be prepared for 
eternal life without that knowledge”; they must, therefore, “become acquainted with our Father 
and God.”28  

  The question to ask now is this: ‘How did Brigham Young come to the conclusion that 
Adam was the only God with whom we have to do?’ There are several answers to this question 
but one of them is that he relied upon information found in section 107 of the Doctrine and 
Covenants.29 In verses 53 through 55 of that section it is made known that the Lord appointed 
Adam “to be at the head” of a multitude of nations.30 These people would be Adam’s posterity. 
He would be “a prince over them forever.”  

 And Brigham Young drew upon another section of the Doctrine and Covenants to justify 
his stance. On 8 June 1873 he said, “Our Father Adam is the man who stands at the gate and 
holds the keys of everlasting life and salvation to all his children who have or whoever will come 
upon the earth.”31 This is a very close paraphrase of D&C 78:16. There it is stated that Jesus 
Christ gave unto Michael or Adam subordinate “keys of salvation” and appointed him as our 
“prince.”  

Here, then, is evidence of Brigham Young utilizing canonical texts to establish the 
exalted status of Adam in relation to his descendants. He is “at the head”; he holds salvific 
“keys”’; He is called a “prince.” In the nineteenth century a ‘prince’ was defined as a ruler, a 
king, or a governmental sovereign.32  

 It is important to point out here that even though some of Brigham Young’s critics claim 
that he was teaching God the Father or Elohim came down to the earth to take on the role of 
Adam this was never the intent of Brigham Young. In Brigham Young’s mind Elohim did not 
equal Adam.33  
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 This distinction was, in fact, emphasized for Brigham Young when he went to the upper 
room of Joseph Smith’s Red Brick Store in Nauvoo, Illinois on 4 May 1842 and became a 
recipient of the endowment rites. Here he not only had the separate identities of Elohim and 
Adam reinforced before him but—as stated in the fifth volume of the History of the Church—he 
(along with apostle Heber C. Kimball) learned at that time about “the order pertaining to the 
Ancient of Days” or Adam.34  

 Then after the Nauvoo Temple was finished to the point where endowments could be 
given to the Saints in late 1845 Brigham Young and Heber C. Kimball became temple workers. 
They both played dramatic roles that cemented in their minds that Elohim and Michael or Adam 
were not the same person.35 They were separate and distinct entities and Elohim was in a higher 
state of authority than Michael. It should also be remembered that Orson Pratt became a 
participant in presenting the dramatic portions of the Nauvoo endowment.36 His understanding of 
these and other matters would play a central role in how he would eventually react to President 
Young’s later teachings about the man Adam.  

 

Perspectives  

 One of President Young’s points of focus in his April 1852 Adam–God sermon was on 
how Jesus Christ’s physical body was created. He did not believe that there was any other way to 
create a physical body than the method that he was familiar with.37 Because of this perspective 
Brigham Young also discounted the biblical story of Eve being literally created from Adam’s rib. 
He joked on one occasion, “Moses made the Bible to say . . . [that Adam’s] wife was taken out of 
his side; was made of one of his ribs. I do not know anything to the contrary of my ribs being 
equal on both sides. The Lord knows if I lost a rib for each wife I have, I should have had none 
left long ago.” President Young thought he saw in the story of Eve’s creation a camouflaged 
reference to procreation.38  

 This leads to the story of the creation of Adam as recounted in the Bible. It is not difficult 
to guess what Brigham Young’s perspective was on this issue. On 23 October 1853 he said,  

 

 Supposing that Adam was formed actually out of clay, out of the same 
kind of material from which bricks are formed; that with this matter God made the 
pattern of a man, and breathed into it the breath of life, and left it there, in that 
state of supposed perfection. He would have been an adobe to this day.39  

 

 President Young announced to the Saints who were assembled in the Tabernacle on 
Temple Square in the Fall of 1853, “You believe Adam was made of the dust of this earth. This I 
do not believe, though it is supposed that it is so written in the Bible; but it is not, to my 
understanding. . . . I do not believe that portion of the Bible as the Christian world do. I never 
did, and I never want to. What is the reason I do not? Because I have come to understanding, and 
banished from my mind all the baby stories my mother taught me when I was a child.”40  
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 This leads to another important insight. On 29 January 1860 the First Presidency of the 
LDS Church—consisting of Brigham Young, Heber C. Kimball, and Daniel H. Wells—issued a 
formal statement against some of Elder Orson Pratt’s teachings. And in this public rebuttal they 
said, “With regard to . . . Adam’s having been formed ‘out of the ground’ and ‘from the dust of 
the ground,’ etc., it is deemed wisest to let that subject remain without further explanation at 
present.”41 This was a perfect opportunity for the uppermost presiding quorum of the Church to 
make a formal declaration with regard to Adam–God ideas. But they chose not to. This course of 
action hints at the status of the Adam–God teachings among the nineteenth century Saints and 
their leaders.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 As long as the subjects of ‘perspective” and ‘dust’ are being investigated it might prove 
useful to refer to this cube chart. This illustration may help to explain one of the reasons why 
Adam–God teachings emerged in the first place. On the far left it is indicated that Brigham 
Young was in possession of a fact. He knew that under certain circumstances there was a 
personification of the man Adam.42 The next cube is shaded lighter because it is a piece of 
information that Brigham Young may not have possessed, but which is definitely connected with 
the first cube. In the kingship initiation rituals of ancient Israel the king personified Adam. The 
third cube represents a scriptural idea that President Young had access to; the idea that every new 
earth has its ‘Adam’ (see Moses 1:33–35; 4:26). Cube four represents one of the components of 
the Adam–God Theory: the idea that each god becomes the ‘Adam’ on the new earths which he 
himself creates. It is possible that Brigham Young mentally added together idea number one and 
idea number three and came up with idea number four. If Brigham had been aware of idea 
number two he may have drawn a different conclusion about Adam than he did.  

 We now turn to a pertinent apologetic issue. Critics enjoy pointing out that on several 
occasions Brigham Young claimed that his teachings on Adam came to him through revelation. 
Since this section of this paper is dealing with ‘perspectives’ it is only proper that President 
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Young be allowed to provide an idea of what he thought about, and how he experienced, the 
revelatory process.  

 First of all, the question will be posed: ‘How did Brother Brigham compare himself, as a 
revelator, with his predecessor?’ There are two quotations that are of interest here. The second 
President of the LDS Church said, “I wish to ask every member of this whole community if they 
ever heard [me] profess to be a Prophet, Seer, and Revelator as Joseph Smith was. [I] professed 
to be an apostle of Jesus Christ.”43 In the second quote Brigham Young says that he “did not 
receive [revelations] through the Urim and Thummim as Joseph [Smith] did.”44 Hence, it can be 
ascertained that, at least in one sense, Brigham Young did not receive communications from 
heaven in the same direct manner that Joseph Smith did. And it is relevant to mention here that 
Brigham Young did, in fact, own a seerstone that was once utilized by Joseph Smith.  

 Next, there is this lengthy quote from President Young which is well worth considering 
in its entirety. He rhetorically asked himself,  

 

“Well, Brother Brigham, . . . . have you had revelations?” Yes, I have 
them all the time. I live constantly by the principle of revelation. . . . I have never 
received one particle of intelligence [except] by revelation, no matter whether 
[my] father or mother revealed it, or my sister, or [my] neighbor.  

        No person receives knowledge [except] upon the principle of revelation, that 
is, by having something revealed to them. “Do you [Brother Brigham] have the 
revelations of the Lord Jesus Christ?” I will leave that for others to judge. If the 
Lord requires anything of this people, and speaks through me, I will tell them of 
it; but if He does not, still we all live by the principle of revelation. Who reveals? 
Everybody around us; we learn [from] each other. I have something which you 
have not, and you have something which I have not. I reveal what I have to you, 
and you reveal what you have to me. I believe that we are revelators to each 
other.45   

  

Interestingly, there is some evidence that the ‘revelation’ claims for Adam–God ideology 
did not originate with Brigham Young, but rather with his close friend and associate Heber C. 
Kimball. There is one well-documented instance where Brother Kimball claimed that some of 
the concepts connected with the Adam–God Theory were revealed to him.46 There are also two 
other statements that need to be taken into careful consideration. The first comes from Thomas 
Stenhouse’s book. It reads: “Brother Heber had considerable pride in relating to his intimate 
friends that he was the source of Brigham’s revelation on the ‘Adam deity.’”47 Since Mr. 
Stenhouse was an apostate from Mormonism at the time he wrote this, some people might tend 
to discount his assertion. But the second statement seems to lend credence to it. This one comes 
from Elder Orson Pratt. He said that the notion of “Adam being our Father and our God . . . 
[was] advanced by Bro[ther] Kimball in the stand [or at the pulpit], and afterwards approved by 
Bro[ther] Brigham.”48  
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 There is one other thing to consider when it comes to Brigham Young’s ‘perspectives.’ 
Again, the quotation comes straight from him. And again, it is vital to consider—and remember. 
He said, 

 

“In my doctrinal teachings I have taught many things not written in any 
book, ancient or modern. And yet, notwithstanding the many things I have told 
the people, I have never looked into the Bible, the Book of Mormon, or the 
Doctrine and Covenants, or any of our Church works to see whether they agreed 
with them or not. When I have spoken by the power of God and the Holy Ghost it 
is truth, it is scripture, and I have no fears but that it will agree with all that has 
been revealed in every particular.”49  

 

Joseph’s Doctrine 

 Between 4 April 1860 and 16 December 1877 Brigham Young made at least seven 
statements wherein he either claimed outright that Joseph Smith had taught Adam–God concepts 
or implied as much. It is noteworthy that President Young did not introduce this particular idea 
into the public arena until almost exactly eight years after he first advanced his Adam–God 
teachings. The first time the claim is known to have been made was at the Church Historian’s 
office during a meeting of the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles. It is recorded that Brigham 
Young said on that occasion: 

 

“It was Joseph’s doctrine that Adam was God [etc.] when in Luke Johnson’s.”50 

 

 It turns out, upon closer examination, that this brief, cryptic remark may be a key 
component in solving part of the puzzle of the origin of Adam–God beliefs. Section 78 of the 
Doctrine and Covenants was revealed to Joseph Smith on 1 March 1832. The header of section 
78 in the D&C says that the revelation was given in Hiram, Ohio but this is actually not correct. 
It is known that Joseph Smith was living at the Luke Johnson residence when he received several 
D&C revelations that immediately precede and follow section 78 but it is also known that the 
Prophet made a short trip to Kirtland, Ohio during this time period and it was there that he 
actually received section 78.51 Nevertheless, some nineteenth century Church authorities 
believed that D&C 78 was received while the Prophet was living on the Johnson property and it 
was so labeled in some printings of the Doctrine and Covenants.52 The reason why D&C 78 is so 
important to the discussion at hand is because the Lord speaks about Adam within it. It is said in 
verse 16 that Jesus Christ, 
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hath appointed Michael your prince, and established his feet, and set him upon 
high [—which is kingship language]53 and given unto him the keys of salvation 
under the counsel and direction of the Holy One [or Jesus Christ].  

 

Here we learn that Michael, who is Adam, is subordinate to the Savior but he has also 
been “appointed” as a “prince.” D&C 27:11 not only repeats the idea that Adam is “the prince of 
all” but also says that he is “the father of all” (a distinct Adam-God Theory component). D&C 
78:16 specifies that Adam has been given “the keys of salvation” for all, under Jesus Christ’s 
direction.  

 This idea leads to the Kirtland Temple in the state of Ohio. On the 21st of January 1836 
Joseph Smith saw an important vision while inside of this sanctuary. Part of this vision has been 
recorded in the 137th section of the Doctrine and Covenants—but not all of the parts of that 
manifestation can be found within that record. Yet some of the scriptural elements of this vision 
have relevance to the Adam–God Theory. In D&C 137 Joseph Smith describes the gate leading 
into the celestial kingdom (see v. 2), he sees the Father and the Son seated upon a throne inside 
of that kingdom (see v. 3), and Adam is identified as a separate individual residing within that 
kingdom (see v. 5).54 Heber C. Kimball—a staunch supporter of Adam–God ideology—provides 
additional details about what the Prophet saw during the vision. Brother Kimball reports that 
Adam was closely associated with Beings who were recognized as Gods and also said,  

 

Joseph [Smith] saw until [the Twelve Apostles] had accomplished their 
work, and arrived at the gate of the celestial city; there Father Adam stood and 
opened the gate to them, and as they entered he embraced them one by one . . . . 
He then led them to the throne of God, and then the Savior embraced each one of 
them . . . . and crowned each one of them [as kings and priests] in the presence of 
God. [Joseph] saw that they all had beautiful heads of hair . . .55  

 

 Notice that the Twelve Apostles who were admitted through the gate would have 
included Elder Brigham Young and Elder Heber C. Kimball. This vision would, therefore, have 
held especial interest for both of them. Indeed, it appears that elements of this vision were 
incorporated into Adam–God comments made by Brigham Young. He stated during an Adam–
God sermon on 8 October 1854 that those who make it back home to the celestial kingdom will 
“embrace” Adam when they get there.56 And on 7 October 1857 he said during some Adam–God 
comments that those who “pass” by the prophets and apostles in the next life will eventually “see 
the white locks [or hair] of Father Adam.”57 On 18 June 1873 Brigham Young, in yet another 
Adam–God discourse, said, “Our Father Adam is the man who stands at the gate and holds the 
keys of . . .  salvation”—thus combining a theme from Joseph’s vision with a theme found in the 
D&C 78 material on Adam.   

One way to determine if (as Brigham Young claimed) the Prophet Joseph Smith was 
really teaching Adam–God concepts is to examine his discourses. Talks with heavy doses of 
‘Adam’ material were delivered by him around 8 August 1839 and on 5 October 1840 and on 7 
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April 1844. While some of the content of these talks could be classified as ‘in-the-ballpark’ as 
far as the Adam–God Theory goes it should also be noted that there are similarities, but not exact 
parallels, to what Brigham Young taught.58  

 It should also be mentioned that Helen Mar Kimball (daughter of Heber C. Kimball and 
one of Joseph Smith’s plural wives) claimed in an 1882 publication that Joseph Smith was the 
real “author” of the Adam–God Theory, not Brigham Young. Helen listed the same talks that are 
mentioned above as her evidence and so it seems prudent to carefully scrutinize Helen’s 
assertion. It seems very relevant that she was the person who tried to make the point since it was 
her father, Heber C. Kimball, who reportedly instigated some of the Adam-God concepts. 
Perhaps Brother Kimball’s viewpoints on Adam coalesced while notes on Joseph Smith’s 
discourses were being amalgamated to form some of the texts for the Nauvoo period of the 
History of the Church.59  

Another way to determine if Joseph Smith was teaching Adam–God ideology, or not, is 
to evaluate the content of his writings and the writings upon which he put his stamp of approval. 
It has already be shown that there is some Adam-related material on the pages of the Doctrine 
and Covenants but there are also texts of this nature found in the Book of Moses, the Book of 
Abraham, the Lectures on Faith (which is a repeat of the Book of Moses material), and the 
Articles of Faith. It would appear that the teachings on Adam in the Book of Moses are 
especially relevant when it comes to the debate on the validity or illegitimacy of Adam–God 
concepts.60  

 

Reactions 

 There is a small, but significant, amount of historical information available on how 
people within the LDS Church reacted after Brigham Young stepped down from the tabernacle 
pulpit in April of 1852. It is interesting that there was quite a range of response from leaders and 
laymen alike.  

Other than the feeling of “surprise” among a number of Saints61 there were some who 
imagined that since the President of the Church had been the speaker his ideas must be “the word 
of the Lord.”62 They interpreted “obedience” as a good Mormon to mean that, “If I am told that 
Adam is our Father and our God, I just believe it.”63  

On the other end of the spectrum, some of the Saints were genuinely disturbed by what 
they heard. It gave them feelings of fear and engendered “great trouble of mind.”64 It was 
acknowledged by a contemporary Church publication that some of them may have thought that 
what was being put forward was “blasphemous.”65  

 There was also some denigration that occurred among the membership. Some of the 
Saints who were on the believing side of the fence accused unbelievers of “weakness, ignorance, 
and folly”66 and also asserted that they were “lacking faith.”67  

And there were a number of ecclesiastical officers who did not meet in council between 
1852 and 1854 because of what was being taught about Adam at Church headquarters.68 Some 
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people who had been investigating the Church even refused to join with the Latter-day Saints 
until this particular teaching was “removed.”69   

The negative reactions were not confined to just the lay members and local leadership, 
either. Apostle Orson Pratt was strongly opposed to Brigham Young’s teachings on the man 
Adam. There is some evidence that Apostle Amasa Lyman also voiced his disapproval but Elder 
Pratt was definitely the champion of the anti-Adam-God cause. His opposition was based partly 
upon scriptural grounds. He said that when he read the revelations delivered from God through 
the Prophet Joseph Smith their content did not comport with what President Young was 
teaching.70 On 5 April 1860 Elder Pratt even enlisted the Book of Moses to argue against what he 
saw as teachings about Adam that were outside the boundaries of orthodoxy.71 Unfortunately, he 
only had the 1851 version of the Pearl of Great Price to work with. It did not contain a full text 
of the Book of Moses. The entire text of that book was not published until 1867 but because it 
came through the break-off Reorganized church President Young would not have been likely to 
accept its authenticity. The full version of the Book of Moses would have effectively discounted 
several Adam–God Theory elements. It is noteworthy that the year after Brigham Young died 
John Taylor directed none other than Orson Pratt to publish the full Book of Moses in the first 
American edition of the Pearl of Great Price. It was canonized as a standard for doctrinal 
judgment just two years later.  

 The records of the past indicate that Brigham Young’s teachings on Adam were met with 
steady opposition throughout the 1850s, 60s, and 70s; they were not automatically accepted by 
the general Church populace. Brother Young even complained on occasion about the amount of 
non-acceptance that was taking place. But the negative reaction seems to have caused the Church 
President to have a reaction of his own; one which, in the end, was beneficial to historians: he 
got more precise in describing the character of his Adam–God teachings.  

 This is probably the most important point that can be made with regard to this intriguing, 
complex, and somewhat perplexing subject.  

When Brigham Young first introduced the public to his Adam–God teachings in April of 
1852 he claimed that they would prove a person’s “salvation or damnation.”72 Just two and a half 
years later his rhetoric changed dramatically. In General Conference, once again, he gave an 
Adam–God talk but this time he said, “I propose to speak upon a subject that does not 
immediately concern yours or my welfare. . . . I do not pretend to say that the items of doctrine 
and ideas I shall advance are necessary for the people to know, or that they should give 
themselves any trouble about them whatever.” After specifying that “these are my views with 
regard to the gods, and eternities” and saying, “I will tell you what I think about it” he used a 
very significant term—thirteen times. He said, “I will tell you what I reckon.” His exact words 
were: “I will tell you what I think about it, and as the [Southerners] say, ‘I reckon.’ And as the 
Yankees say, ‘I guess’; but I will tell you what I reckon.”73 It should be pointed out here that 
Brigham Young was a northern Yankee from New York state—not a Southerner. He may have 
deliberately chosen to employ the term ‘reckon’ instead of ‘guess.’  

 And what did Brigham Young admit that he was guessing about in this sermon? The very 
elements of the Adam–God Theory that are the most problematic. Here is what he said: 

 ● “I reckon that Father Adam was a resurrected being, with his wives.”74  
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 ● “I reckon our spirits and all the spirits of the human family were begotten by Adam, 
and born of Eve.”75  

 ● “I reckon that Adam . . . himself planted [the Garden of Eden].”76  

 The bottom line is that the core principles of the Adam–God Theory were simply 
Brigham Young guessing or reckoning.77  

 One thing that is certain about Brigham Young’s ‘Adam’ ideology is that some of it 
originated with the House of the Lord.78 And that is where the Adam–God saga headed towards 
its end also. In February of 1877 President Young took steps to ensure that his personal views on 
Adam would be taught during a summary lecture that was given to patrons inside of the St. 
George Temple (though the comments he inserted were interpretive in nature). It seems very 
significant that this lecture material is prefaced—in L. John Nuttal’s diary—by reminiscences 
about Nauvoo. President Young remembered that when the sanctuary rites were administered by 
Joseph Smith in May of 1842 he was there and was given a charge by the Prophet to arrange and 
systematize what he had been taught and experienced that day. He did just that when the Nauvoo 
Temple began to fully operate in late 1845 and he even gave explanatory lectures to patrons 
inside of that hallowed structure79—but not exactly like what he explained in St. George. It is not 
clear what President Young’s motivation was for what he did in southern Utah in 1877 and he 
did not leave behind an explanation for it before he died, only six months later.  

 

The Lord Steadies the Ark 

 On 17 June 1866 President Brigham Young—in speaking at the Salt Lake City tabernacle 
about the earthly kingdom of God and those individuals who serve within it—reminded the 
Latter-day Saints that when any jostling of the kingdom occurs they can count on divine 
intervention because “it is the Lord’s work” and “the Lord steadies the ark.”80  

 It should be emphasized that when it comes to the Lord’s kingdom it is He who decides 
who will preside over it and guide it on the earth. And Brigham Young was no exception. Elder 
Orson Hyde openly testified that in February of 1848 he and other members of the Quorum of 
the Twelve Apostles were meeting together at Council Bluffs, Iowa, in his own home, when they 
both heard and felt the voice of God sanction the appointment of Elder Brigham Young as the 
new President of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.81  

 And yet, such a divine appointment does not make any mortal man or woman super-
human. And Brigham Young was no exception. A little less than five months after the second 
President of the LDS Church passed away Elder George Q. Cannon wrote the following: “Some 
of my brethren, as I have learned since the death of President Brigham Young, did have feelings 
concerning his course. They did not approve of it, and felt oppressed, and yet they dare not 
exhibit their feelings to him, he ruled with so strong and stiff a hand, and they felt that it would 
be of no use. In a few words, the feeling seems to be that he transcended the bounds of the 
authority which he legitimately held. . . . [S]ome even feel that in the promulgation of doctrine 
he took liberties beyond those to which he was legitimately entitled.”82  
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 On another occasion Brother Cannon pointed out that, like Joseph Smith, Brigham Young 
was a mortal who was not immune from weaknesses and “he was not infallible.”83 When Charles 
W. Penrose was serving as a member of the First Presidency he responded to a letter of inquiry 
which contained a long list of questions about the Church. Among them was this one: “Do you 
believe that the President of the Church, when speaking to the Church in his official capacity, is 
infallible?” His response was simple and clear. “We do not believe in the infallibility of man. 
When God reveals anything it is truth, and truth is infallible. No President of the Church has 
claimed infallibility.”84  

 It was near the end of the nineteenth century, during the Presidency of Wilford Woodruff, 
that Church members were given specific counsel with regard to the standing of President 
Brigham Young’s teachings on Adam. Following is part of a letter written on 7 January 1897 by 
Joseph F. Smith (a member of the First Presidency). In it he stated,  

 

President Woodruff . . . partially outlined what I should say. . . . I am 
happy to know that he and I are in accord on the subject. . . . [In his April 1852 
discourse] Pres[ident] Young no doubt expressed his personal opinion or views 
upon the subject. What he said was not given as a revelation or commandment 
from the Lord. The doctrine was never submitted to the councils of the Priesthood 
nor to the Church for approval or ratification and was never formally or otherwise 
accepted by the Church. It is therefore in no sense binding upon the Church nor 
upon the consciences of any of the members thereof.85  

 

 The very next year on November 28th President Cannon informed attendees at the 
Church’s first Sunday School convention: “Concerning the doctrine in regard to Adam and the 
Savior, the Prophet Brigham [Young] taught some things concerning that; but the First 
Presidency and the Twelve do not think it wise to advocate these matters. . . . If we confine 
ourselves to the facts as they are written in the word that the Lord has given unto us, we will do 
well.”86 During all the time that the Adam–God Theory was being advocated there was never any 
consensus about it among the top two Priesthood quorums of the Church.87 Now, however, a 
consensus had finally been reached among those who presided over and administered the 
kingdom. And the consensus was against the Adam–God Theory.  

 

Summary and Conclusion 

Brigham Young was the legitimate successor of the Prophet Joseph Smith but he was not 
a perfect or infallible man. President Young learned some things about Adam from the written 
and unwritten teachings of Joseph Smith and he (and apparently Heber C. Kimball) used this 
knowledge to form assumptions about Adam and also about those Saints who achieve exaltation. 
This mixture of ideology became an unofficial ‘One Eternal Round’ view of existence. President 
Young made errors in formulating his ideology because he was evidently not aware of how the 
Adam-related material restored through the Prophet Joseph Smith functioned in an ancient world 
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setting. Some of Brigham Young’s assumptions about Adam are not compatible with canonized 
scripture and so those particular teachings are not binding upon any Latter-day Saint.   

 In conclusion it is only fitting to allow President Brigham Young to have the last word. 
He has placed the burden squarely upon the shoulders of the Saints when it comes to accepting 
only those teachings which are cemented in veracity. He said, “How can you know whether [the 
members of the First Presidency] lead you correctly or not? Can you know by any other power 
than that of the Holy Ghost? I have uniformly exhorted the people to obtain this living witness, 
each for themselves, then no man on earth can lead them astray.”88 “I say to you, live so that you 
will know for yourselves whether I tell the truth or not. That is the way we want all Saints to live. 
Will you do it? Yes, I hope you will—every one of you.”89  

 

 

NOTES 

 

Author’s Note: The presentation of Brigham Young’s teachings in this paper in no way 
implies an endorsement of the views expressed. While Joseph F. Smith was serving as a member 
of the First Presidency in the late nineteenth century he provided a viewpoint that is especially 
applicable to the content of the present article. He said, “While I am not authorized to sit in 
judgment upon Pres[iden]t Young, I am at liberty to test the truth of his words or utterances by 
the revealed and accepted word of God. Anything uttered by man which is contrary to the Divine 
law must fall, while that only which is in harmony with it can remain, or stand” (Letter, Joseph 
F. Smith to A. Saxey, 7 January 1897, 2–3, LDS Church Archives, Salt Lake City, Utah).  

 

 

1. Brigham Young said that at an LDS Church “conference [in April 1852] . . . a dispute 
arose among some of our best Elders as to who was the Father of the Son of Man pertaining to 
the flesh. Some contended it was the Holy Ghost and some that it was Eloheim” (Elden J. 
Watson, comp., Brigham Young Addresses, unpublished collection, vol. 2, 1850–1854, volume 
compiled in 1979, sermons individually paginated, information found on p. 4 of the 19 February 
1854 sermon notes, comments made at the Salt Lake City, Utah, Tabernacle).  

2. See Millennial Star, vol. 15, no. 48, 26 November 1853, 769–70.  

 3. George D. Watt, ed., Journal of Discourses (Liverpool: F. D. and S. W. Richards, 
1854), 1:50–51; hereafter cited as JD, President Brigham Young, 9 April 1852, sermon delivered 
in the Salt Lake City, Utah Tabernacle.  

 4. For instance, Hyrum Smith taught on 27 April 1843 that “this world . . . . was made by 
the hands of God or gods”; the gods “held council together” about creating this world; this world 
was made out of elements which were in chaotic form; “this world was patterned after the former 
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world”; other worlds “are inhabited the same as this world”; other worlds “are under the same 
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the first man who dwelt upon this earth and was given to the first man who lived here because of 
his position as ‘first man’ (see George D. Smith, ed., An Intimate Chronicle: The Journals of 
William Clayton [Salt Lake City: Signature Books and Smith Research Associates, 1995], 238).  
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24 July 1853 – “I believe the Father came down from heaven, as the apostles said He did, and 
begat the Savior of the world, for He is the only-begotten of the Father, which could not be if the 
Father did not actually beget Him in person. . . . I believe the Father came down in His 
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tabernacle and begat Jesus Christ. . . . I believe He has a tabernacle, and begat Jesus Christ . . . 
because the Bible expressly declares it. . . . I believe the Father begat the Son” (JD, 1:238, 
emphasis added, President Brigham Young, 24 July 1853, Salt Lake City, Utah, Tabernacle).  

23 October 1853 – “You believe Adam was made of the dust of this earth. This I do not believe, 
though it is supposed that it is so written in the Bible; but it is not, to my understanding” (JD, 
2:6, emphasis added, President Brigham Young, 23 October 1853, Salt Lake City, Utah, 
Tabernacle).  

8 October 1854 – “I propose to speak upon a subject that does not immediately concern yours or 
my welfare. . . . I will tell you what I believe . . . I do not pretend to say that the items of 
doctrine, and ideas I shall advance are necessary for the people to know, or that they should give 
themselves any trouble about them whatever . . . . These are my views with regard to the gods, 
and eternities . . . . I will tell you what I think about it, and as the [Southerners] say, ‘I reckon,’ 
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reckon it. And I reckon . . . . and I reckon . . . . I reckon . . . . I reckon . . . . I reckon . . . . I reckon 
. . . . I reckon . . . . tell you what I reckon” (Campbell, The Essential Brigham Young, 86, 87, 90, 
97, 98, 99, 100).  

25 April 1855 – “apparently I understand . . . . It appears to me I understand . . . who [Jesus 
Christ] came from . . . . this is for you to believe or disbelieve as you please, for if I were to 
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plain” (Elden J. Watson, comp., Brigham Young Addresses, unpublished collection, vol. 3, 1855–
1859, volume compiled in 1980, sermons individually paginated, information found on pp. 3, 4, 
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Father] in part . . . . That is my opinion about it, and my opinion to me is just as good as yours is 
to you” (JD, 4:218, President Brigham Young, 8 February 1857, Salt Lake City, Utah, 
Tabernacle).  
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9 October 1859 – “Adam and Eve are the parents of all pertaining to the flesh, and I would not 
say that they are not also the parents of our spirits” (JD, 7:290, President Brigham Young, 9 
October 1859, Salt Lake City, Utah, Tabernacle).  
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ground trembled and they did not know but that there was an earthquake. We told them that there 
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For another incident that convinced some of the Saints that Brigham Young was Joseph Smith’s 
legitimate successor see Lynne W. Jorgensen, et al., “The Mantle of the Prophet Joseph Passes to 
Brother Brigham: A Collective Spiritual Witness,” BYUS, vol. 36, no. 4, 1996–97, 125–204.  

 82. The Instructor, vol. 80, no. 6, June 1945, 259, written on 17 January 1878.  

 83. JD, 24:274, George Q. Cannon, 12 August 1883, Logan, Utah, Tabernacle. Brother 
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(ibid.).  
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revelations purporting to be from God through any man can be tested. Brother Joseph [Smith] 
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gave us the plan. Says he, ‘When all the quorums are assembled and organized in order, let the 
revelation be presented to the quorums. If it pass[es] one let it go to another. And if it pass[es] 
that [one], to another, and so on until it has passed all the quorums. And if it pass[es] the whole 
without running against a snag, you may know it is of God. But if it runs against a snag then,’ 
says he, ‘it wants enquiring into:  you must see to it.’  It is known to some who are present that 
there is a quorum organized where revelations can be tested. Brother Joseph said, ‘Let no 
revelation go to the people until it has been tested here’” (T&S, vol. 5, no. 17, 15 September 
1844, 649–50). President Brigham Young stressed the requirement of unanimity when it comes 
to legitimizing any gospel teaching. He declared, “In trying all matters of doctrine, to make a 
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9:91–92, President Brigham Young, 7 May 1861, Salt Lake City, Utah, Mill Creek Ward).  

 88. Ibid., 6:100, President Brigham Young, 29 November 1857, discourse delivered in 
the Salt Lake City, Utah, Tabernacle.  

 89. Ibid., 18:248, President Brigham Young, 23 June 1874, Salt Lake City, Utah, 3rd 
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